Logging into Zoom for the First Time

Step 1: Go to https://chapman.zoom.us

Step 2: Use Chapman email and password to sign in.

Sign in

admit@chapman.edu

Can't access your account?

Sign-in options

Back Next
Step 3: Accept Permission requested

Microsoft
admit@chapman.edu

Permissions requested

Zoom

This application is not published by Microsoft or your organization.

This app would like to:

- Maintain access to data you have given it access to
- Read your calendars
- Read your contacts
- View your basic profile

Accepting these permissions means that you allow this app to use your data as specified in their terms of service and privacy statement. The publisher has not provided links to their terms for you to review. You can change these permissions at https://myapps.microsoft.com. Show details

Does this app look suspicious? Report it here

[Cancel] [Accept]

Step 4: You’ve signed in successfully! You should be able to join Zoom meetings successfully with your Chapman Zoom account now.
If you ever open your Zoom application from your computer and want to sign in click “sign in with SSO”

Enter Chapman into the field and continue to sign in with your Email and password.

Sign In with SSO

Company Domain
chapman.zoom.us

I do not know the company domain Continue